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High Performance Computing
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+ HTC and HPC - definition
■ High Throughput Computing (HTC) 

■ The focus is on the execution of many copies of the same program at 
the same time

■ not in the speedup of individual jobs

■ Many copies of the same program run in parallel or concurrently

■ Maximize the throughput

■ High Performance Computing (HPC)
■ speed up the individual job as much possible so that results are 

achieved more quickly

■ HTC infrastructures tend to deliver large amounts of 
computational power over a long period of time. 
■ In contrast, High Performance Computing (HPC) environments deliver 

a tremendous amount of compute power over a short period of time. 

■ The interest in HTC is in how many jobs complete over a long 
period of time instead of how fast an individual job can 
complete. 
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+ Glossary: GFLOPS and TDP

■ GFLOPS: Billions of Floating Point Operations per 
second
■ Max GFLOPS of a system can be calculated using:

■ TDP: Thermal Design Power is the maximum amount of 
heat generated by the CPU that the cooling system in a 
computer is required to dissipate in typical operation (*)

(*) From wikipediaFROM ARK.INTEL

(Clock in GHz)G
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+
Once upon a time....

■ Serial number 001 Cray-1™
■ Los Alamos National Laboratory in 1976 
■ $8.8 million
■ 80 MFLOPS scalar, 160/250 MFLOPS vector
■ 1 Mword (64 bit) main memory
■ 8 vector registers
■ 64 elements 64bit each

■ Freon refrigerated
■ 5.5 tons including the Freon refrigeration
■ 115 kW of power
■ 330 kW with refrigeration

■ Serial number 003 was installed at the National Center for Atmospheric 
Research (NCAR) in 1977 and decommissioned in 1989

(*) Source: 
Wikipedia

The vector machines
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+ CRAY-XMP...Vector 
MultiProcessor■ 1982 CRAY X-MP 2 processors

■ 9.5 ns clock cycle (105 MHz)

■ 2x200MFLOPS

■ 2Mwords (64 bit) = 16MB

■ 1984 CRAY X-MP four 
processors
■ 800 MFLOPS

■ 8Mwords 

■ 64 MB main memory

■ about US$15 million 

■ plus the cost of disks!!!

CRAY-XMP48 @ CERN in 1984
(*) source: 
http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/29150
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+ The Cray-2

■ The Cray-2 released in 1985
■ 4 processors

■ 250MHz (4.1 ns)

■ 256 Mword (64bit) Main Memory

■ 2 GByte

■ 1.9 GFLOPS

■ 150 - 200 kW

■ Fluorinert cooling

■ 16 sq ft floor space

■ 5500 pounds 

■ About $17 million 

(*) http://archive.computerhistory.org/resources/text/Cray/Cray.Cray2.1985.102646185.pdf
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+ Microprocessors

The Intel 4004
1971

The Intel 8080
1974

The Intel 8086
1978

The Intel 80286
1982

The Intel 80486
1989

In the 80s started the replacement of 
vector supercomputers with Massively 
Parallel Processors (MPP) and Clusters 
assembled from a larger number of 
lower performing microprocessors
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+ The attack of the Killer Micros

■ Caltech Cosmic Cube
■ By Charles Seitz and Geoffrey Fox in1981

■ 64 Intel 8086/8087 processors

■ 128 kB per processor

■ 6 dimensions hypercube

Taken from the title of Eugene Brooks' talk "Attack of the Killer Micros" 
at Supercomputing 1990

(*)http://calteches.library.caltech.edu/3419/1/Cubism.pdf
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+ The Killer Tomatoes

Attack of the Killer Tomatoes is
a 1978 comedy horror film
directed, produced, edited,
scored and co-written by John
DeBello

Had three sequels!!!
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+ Massively Parallel Processor 
(MPP)■ A single computer with many networked 

processors
■ Specialized interconnect networks
■ Low latency interconnection

■ Up to thousands of processors

■ Some examples
■ Connection Machines (CM-1/2/200/5)
■ Intel Paragon
■ ASCI series
■ IBM SP
■ IBM BlueGene



+ Thinking Machines

■ 1985: Thinking Machines introduces the 
Connection Machine CM-1 

■ Connection Machine CM-200
■ maximum configuration of 65536 1-bit 

CPUs(!)

■ floating-point unit for every 32 1-bit CPUs

■ A cube composed of 8 cubes

■ each cube contains up to 8096 processors

■ (The curved structure is a Data Vault - a 
disk array)

■ 40 GFLOPS peak

■ 1991: CM-5
■ Featured in “Jurassic Park”

(*) Sources:
http://www.corestore.org/cm200.htm
http://www.new-npac.org/projects/cdroms/cewes-1999-06-vol1/nhse/hpccsurvey/orgs/tmc/tmc.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thinking_Machines_Corporation
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+ Intel Paragon MPP

■ Launched in 1993

■ Up to 2048 (later 4000) Intel 
i860 RISC microprocessors
■ Connected in a 2D grid

■ Processors @ 50 MHz

■ World most powerful 
supercomputer in 1994
■ Paragon XP/S140

■ 3680 processors

■ 184 GFLOPS peak

(*) Source: 
Wikipedia
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+ ASCI Red MPP

■ 1996 At Sandia Laboratories

■ Based on the Paragon 
architecture

■ Fastest supercomputer from 
1997 to 2000

■ 1.4 TFLOPS (peak) in 1997

■ 9152 cores

■ 3,2 TFLOPS  (peak ) in 1999

■ 9632 cores

■ 1st supercomputer above 

1 TFLOPS
(*) Source: 
Wikipedia

TERA SCALE
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+ IBM BlueGene/Q MPP
■ Trading the speed of processors for 

lower power consumption
■ System-on-a-chip design. All node 

components were embedded on one 
chip

■ A large number of nodes
■ 5D xTorus interconnect
■ Compute chip is an 18 core chip

■ The 64-bit PowerPC A2 
■ 4-way simultaneously multithreaded 

per core
■ 1.6 GHz
■ a 17th core for operating system 

functions
■ chip manufactured on IBM's copper 

SOI process at 45 nm. 
■ 204.8 GFLOPS and 55 watts per 

processor
■ Up to 20 PFLOPS (peak)

■ 16384 cores

(*) Source: 
Wikipedia

PETA SCALE
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+ Clusters
[a cluster is a] parallel computer system comprising an integrated
collection of independent nodes, each of which is a system in its
own right, capable of independent operation and derived from
products developed and marketed for other stand-alone purposes

Dongarra et al. : “High-performance computing: clusters, constellations, MPPs, 
and future directions”, Computing in Science & Engineering (Volume:7 , Issue: 2 ) 

(*) Picture from: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_cluster
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+ Frontier

■ Frontier, or OLCF-5, is the world's first and 
fastest exascale supercomputer, hosted at 
the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing 
Facility (OLCF) in Tennessee, United States  

■ It is based on the Cray EX and is the 
successor to Summit (OLCF-4). 

■ As of March 2023, Frontier is the world's 
fastest supercomputer. 

■ Frontier achieved an Rmax of 1.102 
exaFLOPS

■ Frontier uses 9,472 AMD Epyc 7453s 
"Trento" 64 core 2 GHz CPUs (606,208 
cores) and 37,888 Radeon Instinct MI250X 
GPUs (8,335,360 cores).

19
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+
Summit OLCF-4 supercomputer

20

United States Department of Energy awarded a $325 million contract in November, 2014 to IBM, Nvidia and 
Mellanox for the construction of Summit and Sierra 
▪ Summit is tasked with civilian scientific research and is located at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in 

Tennessee. 
▪ Sierra is designed for nuclear weapons simulations and is located at the Lawrence Livermore National 

Laboratory in California.
▪ Summit is estimated to cover the space of two basketball courts and require 136 miles of cabling

600 GB of coherent memory
addressable by all CPUs and
GPUs

800 GB of non-volatile RAM that
can be used as a burst buffer or
as extended memory.

Non-blocking fat-tree topology
using a dual-rail Mellanox EDR
InfiniBand interconnect for
both storage and inter-process
communications traffic

© 
Wikipedia



+ Fugaku Supercomputer

■ The supercomputer is built with the Fujitsu A64FX microprocessor. 
■ Based on the ARM version 8.2A processor architecture

■ Fugaku was aimed to be about 100 times more powerful than the K computer

■ i.e. a performance target of 1 exaFLOPS

■ The initial (June 2020) configuration of Fugaku used 158,976 A64FX CPUs joined 
together using Fujitsu's proprietary torus fusion interconnect.

■ An upgrade in November 2020 increased the number of processors
■ To reach 442 petaFLOPS

■ 1 Billion $ total cost
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+
Sunway TaihuLight
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+
Sunway TaihuLight
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+ Sunway TaihuLight

■ Architecture

■ The Sunway TaihuLight uses a total of 40,960 Chinese-
designed SW26010 manycore 64-bit RISC processors based
on the Sunway architecture.

■ Each processor chip contains 256 processing cores, and an
additional four auxiliary cores for system management (also
RISC cores, just more fully featured) for a total of 10,649,600
CPU cores across the entire system.

■ The processing cores feature 64 KB of scratchpad memory
for data (and 16 KB for instructions) and communicate via a
network on a chip, instead of having a traditional cache
hierarchy.

■ http://www.netlib.org/utk/people/JackDongarra/PAPERS/su
nway-report-2016.pdf
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+ HPC - Applications

■ Molecular Dynamics

NAMD, Quantum Espresso, Gromacs, Gaussian, 
etc.. 
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+

■Earth simulation

WRF, MM5, GLOBO, NEMO, 
etc..

HPC - Applications 30



+ HPC- Applications 31



+

■ Fluid Dynamics

HPC - Applications 32



+ HPC - Applications

■ Brain Simulation
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+

■ General relativity

■ The scientific case: high resolution
simulation of inspiral and merger
phase of binary neutron stars system
■ one of source of the gravitational waves that

are the observational target of the
LIGO/VIRGO experiment

■ Computation performed using
The Einstein ToolKit

■ Result obtained on Galileo at
CINECA

© Roberto De Pietri ,  Roberto Alfieri  - INFN Parma 
and Parma University, 2012

HPC - Applications 34



+ Speedup of an application

■
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+ Parallel computation efficiency

■ Efficiency: measures how well the hardware resources 
(processors) are utilized

T = Elapsed Time
P = Number of processors Used
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+ Speedup example – NAMD APOA1 38



+ Speedup – NAMD STMV 39



+ KNL test with synthetic tests -
SGEMM
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+ Super Linear Speedup

© Tim Mattson – Intel Lab
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+ Super Linear Speedup

© Tim Mattson – Intel LabNormally due to memory caching effects
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+ Amdahl’s Law

■ Predicts the theoretical speedup when 
using multiple processors

Each block = 1s
Total = 3s Total = 2.25s

Suppose 
linear 

Speedup
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+ Amdahl’s Law

Each block = 1s
Total = 3s Total = 2.25s

Suppose 
linear 

Speedup
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+ Shared Memory Systems

■ Shared memory is memory that may be
simultaneously accessed by multiple programs with
an intent to provide communication among them or
avoid redundant copies

■ Shared memory is an efficient means of passing data
between programs

■ Depending on context, programs may run on a
single processor or on multiple separate processors

■ Using memory for communication inside a single
program, e.g. among its multiple threads, is also
referred to as shared memory
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+ Shared Memory Systems

■ Shared memory systems may use uniform memory access 
architecture (UMA): all the processors share the physical 
memory uniformly

■ Non-uniform memory access (NUMA): memory access time 
depends on the memory location relative to a processor

■ A shared memory system is relatively easy to program since 
all processors share a single view of data and the 
communication between processors can be as fast as 
memory accesses to a same location. 

■ The issue with shared memory systems is that many CPUs 
need fast access to memory and will likely cache memory
■ Issues that may arise:

■ Cache coherency 

■ Race conditions
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+ NUMA Architecture programming 49

■A programmer can set an allocation
policy for its program using a
component of NUMA API called
libnuma.

■ a user space shared library that
can be linked to applications

■ provides explicit control of
allocation policies to user
programs.

■The NUMA execution environment for
a process can also be set up by using
the numactl tool

■Numactl can be used to control
process mapping to cpuset and
restrict memory allocation to specific
nodes without altering the program’s
source code

http://halobates.de/numaapi3.pdf



+ Shared Memory programming: 
OpenMP

■ An API for Writing Multithreaded Applications 

■ A set of compiler directives and library routines 
for parallel application programmers 

■ Greatly simplifies writing multi-threaded (MT) 
programs in Fortran, C and C++ 
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+ OpenMP

■ A multi-threading, shared address model 

■ Threads communicate by sharing variables

■ Unintended sharing of data causes race conditions

■ Race condition: when the program’s outcome 
changes as the threads are scheduled differently 

■ To control race conditions: 
■ Use synchronization to protect data conflicts

■ Synchronization is an expensive operation
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+ OpenMP example

© Tim Matson @ESC school
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+ Distributed memory systems

■ Distributed memory refers to a multiprocessor 
computer system in which each processor has its own 
private memory

■ Computational tasks can only operate on local data

■ if remote data is required, the computational task must 
communicate with one or more remote processors

■ In contrast, a shared memory multiprocessor offers a 
single memory space used by all processors
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+ Programming model for 
distributed memory systems: MPI

■ The program consists of a collection of named processes 
■ Number of processors is typically fixed at startup

■ Each process has a local address space – no physical memory is 
shared

■ Communication happens by explicit send/receive statements
■ MPI is the most used software
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+ MPI

■ MPI: An API for Writing Clustered Applications 

■ A library of routines to coordinate the execution of 
multiple processes

■ Provides point to point and collective 
communication in Fortran, C and C++ 
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+ Sending and Receiving Data

© Tim Matson @ESC school
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+ Reduction

© Tim Matson @ESC school
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+ The12 core functions in MPI

Should be avoided in favor of Isend, 
Irecv
For asyncronohous data transfers

Process while transferring

© Tim Matson @ESC school
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+ Communication performance in 
MPI Applications

■ 8 process – 2 hosts – MPI messages sent/received over ethernet
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+ Communication performance in 
MPI Applications

■ 8 process – 1 hosts – MPI messages sent/received via shared 
memory
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+ Communication performance in 
MPI Applications
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+

HPC - accelerators
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+ Hardware Coprocessors to 
accelerate FLOPS

Not a new idea!!

© Tim Matson @ESC school
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+ Vector Processing accelerators

© Tim Matson @ESC school
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+ Hardware Diversity
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SIMT: Single Instruction Multiple Threads© Tim Matson @ESC school
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+ High-end (historical) 
programmable GPUs

© Tim Matson @ESC school
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reduced-instruction-set computing (RISC)
application specific integrated circuit (ASIC)



+ The evolutions of the GPU – before 
CUDA

© Tim Matson @ESC school
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+ GPU-Based Platforms

© Tim Matson @ESC school
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+ Heterogeneity in the same silicon die

© Tim Matson @ESC school
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+ GPU/Accelerators Speedup

■ Optimized applications are either compute or bandwidth 
bounded 

■ For memory bound applications: 

Performance = Arch efficiency * Peak Bandwidth Capability

■ For compute bound applications

Performance = Arch efficiency * Peak Compute Capability 
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+ Reasonable Speedup

© Tim Matson @ESC school
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+ Reasonable Speedups

© Tim Matson @ESC school
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+ A Fair Comparison

■ Start with previously best published code / algorithm 

■ Validate claims by others 

■ Optimize BOTH CPU and GPU versions 

■ Collect and analysis performance data 

74

https://www.hpcwire.com/2011/12/13/ten_ways_to_fool_the_masses_when_givin
g_performance_results_on_gpus/



+ Common Mistakes in Comparing 
CPU and GPU performances

■ Compare the latest GPU against an old CPU 

■ Highly optimized GPU code vs. unoptimized CPU code 

■ Compare optimized CUDA vs. Matlab or  python 

■ Parallel GPU code vs. serial,  unvectorized CPU code

■ Ignore the GPU penalty of moving data across the PCI 
bus from the CPU to the GPU 

■ GPUs and other accelerators can be great but be 
suspicious when people claim speedups of 100+
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+ Field Programmable Gate Array

■ Field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are digital 
integrated circuits (ICs) that contain configurable 
(programmable) blocks of logic along with 
configurable interconnects between these blocks

■ Design engineers can configure (program) such 
devices to perform a tremendous variety of tasks

■ Depending from their implementation, some FPGAs 
may only be programmed a single time (one-time 
programmable (OP)), while others may be 
reprogrammed over and over again
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+ FPGA vs ASIC

■ The major advantage of FPGAs over Application 
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) is its 
programmability feature and low time market

■ ASIC takes months to manufacture and is not 
flexible in terms of functionality

■ An ASIC is designed for a specific application 
while an FPGA is a multipurpose microchip you 
can reprogram for multiple applications. 
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+ FPGA vs ASIC 78

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
There are several factors we consider when we compare ASIC and FPGA technology, including the following key points:1. Design FlowThe significant difference between ASIC and FPGA design flow is that the design flow for ASICs is a far more complex and rigorous design-intensive process. It involves about seven different stages, from system specification to tape out for fabrication. Of course, the end result should be a highly specialized, efficient and more cost-effective chip for your product, but it does require an upfront investment of time. The design flow for FPGAs is simpler and faster, allowing you to get to market faster.2. FlexibilityIn terms of flexibility, an FPGA may be a better option for some because it can be reprogrammed. However, because FPGAs are limited in the functions they can be reprogrammed for, ASICs are generally the more flexible choice. Though you can’t reprogram ASICs, you can create one that performs a specialized function.3. Performance and EfficiencyASICs offer superior performance and are more efficient than FPGAs. Factors like faster speed and the ability to layer multiple functionalities onto a single chip make ASICs outperform FPGAs.4. Cost and Time to MarketASICs have a higher non-recurring engineering cost (NRE) than FPGAs. However, the cost per unit tends to be lower for ASICs than for FPGAs. The higher cost of FPGAs may not be a major factor for small production runs or prototypes, but for large production runs where you are looking to create 100,000 or even one million parts, ASICs tend to be considerably more cost-effective. While ASICs typically have a higher NRE cost and lower production unit cost, the time to market is typically longer than an FPGA. The larger the production run, the bigger your ROI will be if you choose an ASIC over an FPGA.5. Power ConsumptionPower consumption is an especially important point of comparison when you’re designing a battery-powered device. ASICs consume significantly less power than FPGAs. As high-power consuming chips, FPGAs can make a poor choice for battery-operated products.



+ FPGA architecture

■ A basic FPGA architecture consists of 3 components:

■ thousands of fundamental elements called 
configurable logic blocks 
(CLBs) 

■ CLBs are surrounded by 
a system of programmable
interconnects, that routes 
signals between CLBs 

■ Input/output (I/O) blocks 
interface between the 
FPGA and external devices
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+ Field Programmable Gate Array

■ An individual CLB is made up of several logic 
blocks. 

■ A lookup table (LUT) stores a predefined list of 
logic outputs for any combination of inputs and 
implements the combinational logical functions

■ MUX is used for selection logic

■ D-Flip Flop stores the output 
of the LUT
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+ Field Programmable Gate Array

■ Programmable routing

■ Establish the connection between configurable 
logic blocks and Input/Output blocks to 
complete a user-defined design unit

■ It consists of multiplexers, pass transistors and 
tri-state buffers

■ Used in a logic cluster to connect the logic 
elements
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+ Field Programmable Gate Array

■ I/O blocks

■ Used to interface the logi blocks and routing 
architecture to the external components

■ The I/O pad and the surrounding logic circuit 
form as an I/O cell

■ These cells consume a large portion of the 
FPGA’s area
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+ FPGA Applications

■ Application domain
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+ FPGA Applications

■ Application domain

■ Emulation of entire large HW systems via the use 
of many interconnected FPGAs

■ ASIC prototyping or SoC prototyping

■ HW verification nd early SW development

■ Parallel computing to meet requirements in 
machine learning, computer vision, etc…
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